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                    Crazy. Can&#039;t believe now I was that person that lost my home in Katrina in August 2005. I will always be heartbroken for those that lost their lives. Luckily, I evacuated the day before the hurricane, no plans not to actually return ... But 12 feet of water changed my plans. I stayed in Birmingham, Alabama for nearly four months. It took over a month for my employer to find me to let me know I actually still had a job at LSU Medical center. So I went to work off site at an affiliate, UAB. It was hard to know what was going on, but flood maps showed 12 feet of water in my neighborhood. I snuck back in to my closed neighborhood about one month later - to a nightmare. Neighbors lost, everything ruined, everything gone. Over the 4 months spent in Alabama I decided to move on. The city of Corvallis, Oregon took me in, helped me restart and I began a new life. It took a year before I demolished my home, and witnessing that was the best therapy I could have from the event. I went back to school, started a family, and now love living in the northwest. New Orleans will always be in my heart.
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                    Evacuation with self, teen and 7 year old was tough for Hurricane Rita. Fear of hitting the road with no guaranteed destination. Seeing people stranded on the roads due not having the best vehicles, but still trying to get out of harms way. I felt so sorry for everyone and hoping noone was left behind in Lake Charles. The ride was a quiet, long uneventful drive for us, Thank God. We made it to Jackson, Mississippi and found a hotel room to ride out storm safely. Well being a nurse, we were being called to get closer back to lake Charles after stom passed. The bosses of the home health agency I worked for where able to place staff I&#039;m areas closer to the city in order to be able to assist patients that may be returning. Well myself and to kids were informed there was a lady and her husband that had a house we could use. After leaving our hotel room headed for Eunice, La. It was evening, dark outside. Well lady and husband where a white couple and after seeing that we where African American changed minds and refused us. I was upset to know that I had left a safe place for my kids and self. I wondered streets of Eunice for a few hours in disbelief that after what we had gone through, a hurricane and not knowing if we still had a home or not on Lake Charles. Prayer works. We found a hotel room at Motel Six there. After explaining our delimma the receptionist told us she had a room, but it had to be cleaned first. We where accommodated very well here. My point is that I will not ever look to the town of Eunice, La as a place to go in the event of a hurricane. The racial prejudice I experienced was a last impression that I will not forget. This message is not for the kind staff at the hotel.
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                    The hurricane to end all hurricanes.  The Big One.  The one that changed life as I knew it, and the first major tragedy that I ever had to deal with.  The hurricane where I lost my house, my clothing, my pictures, and was left with nothing from my childhood.  I was in shock for three months after.  Not in a daze, but totally in shock.  I picked through the remains of my house trying to salvage anything I could find not soaked in water and oil.  The house was lifted off it’s foundation, water rushed through the front door and washed everything in the house out the back.  Furniture, clothing, walls … everything.  Couldn’t save a thing.  The house itself was about a half block away from it’s foundation.  My family was OK but still, I wondered how I was going to face the future.  Somehow I felt like I couldn’t go on anymore.  Things would never be the same.  At the same time, in the back of my mind, I kept thinking that I had lived through one of the major tragedies in life and that I had paid my dues.  What kind of devastation could be so thorough that you think this was the once in a lifetime event that you’ll never have to live through again, because you had been through it?  You had lived through it and faced it and dealt with it.  This was Hurricane Camille in 1969 in Biloxi.  It happened, it was over, and I would never have to live through something like this again.  

Fast forward to 2005.  The hurricane to end all hurricanes.  The Big One.  The one that showed me that life is a series of trials, sometimes.  This time I was aware of what the days following the hurricane would be like.  The Camille experience taught me to be patient, roll up my sleeves and carry on.  We were very lucky this time.  Our house remained intact though it suffered major damage.  Not flooded.  No deaths.  This time I was in shock for other people and knew what they were going through.  I wished I could give out How to Survive a Hurricane advice.  But what do you say?  You hug your family.  You tell your friends that you love them.  You look at your pretty sofa and think it’s just a sofa.  You salvage an item or two.  You buy one new thing.  You look at everything you own and realize that you’re only the temporary owner of these things.  They’re not that important.  You take baby steps and you keep walking.  You just keep walking.
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Two weeks after Hurricane Katrina hit, I drove from Baton Rouge to New Orleans to experience firsthand the devastation of a place that I love dearly. I thought I had prepared myself for what I would see, but, indeed, I had not. 

Approaching the city, I saw coffins that had floated out of the large above ground cement mausoleums and found a new resting place alongside the interstate. I wept. Not only had the living been affected by the flood waters, but also the dead.

Going further, I witnessed the large gaping hole in the roof of the Superdome and instantly returned to the images of the thousands who took refuge in this shelter of last resort-turned prison. Large blue tarps covered many homes and served as temporary roofs, a thin blue layer between fragile people and the wild nature that had so recently turned against them. 

I parked my car in the normally bustling French Quarter, though this time, it was a ghost town. Peeking into Pat O&#039;Brien&#039;s famous bar, which usually hosts raucous dueling pianos, I was struck this time by the emptiness and hollow silence in its stead. The windy breezes stirred up alternating wisps of rotting food and mold. Fresh graffiti screamed anger towards President Bush, FEMA, and Governor Blanco. When I encountered people in the streets (which was rare), they were lifeless and listless: walking zombies who had their life sucked out of them.

There seemed to be so much despair, sadness, and loss of hope. Where was the light that shines in the darkness? Where was God in all of this mess?

In the many years before Katrina, I travelled to New Orleans on Sunday afternoons to gather with friends at the corner of St. Ann and Bourbon Street for what is known in the gay community as &quot;Sunday Tea Dance&quot;. This was sacred ground for me, a ground zero of sorts from which I &quot;came out&quot; as a gay man. Through the years, I had danced many nights away at Tea Dance, laughing, singing, and sharing stories. But the Tea Dance was where people knew to gather on Sunday afternoon. 

My favorite stop at the Tea Dance was the Good Friend&#039;s Bar, where a gentleman named Tom played an old piano on the second floor of the bar that sounded as if it came from a old western movie saloon. Tom was in his late sixties and gathered an eclectic group of people--gay, straight, men, women--around that old, out of key piano for a weekly sing along. We enjoyed singing show tunes, but sometimes when I would arrive, Tom would play a Gospel Set of well known Southern hymns and ballads. People would sing loudly. Many of them loved the church, but they no longer attended because they had either been either kicked out or left due to its stand on their &quot;gay lifestyle&quot;. 

As I walked around a desolated New Orleans that fall afternoon, I wondered if any of my kindred were gathering at that sacred corner where we had spent so many Sundays at the Tea Dance. I turned onto Bourbon Street and glanced down at the section of the French Quarter where my father used to warn me, &quot;Do not go down there son, it is where the homosexuals gather.&quot; To my joy and delight, I saw life! In the distance, I heard the thumps of the deejay as I made out the gay anthem &quot;We are Family&quot; in my head. A few steps closer. Over 100 people were standing around the Bourbon Pub/Parade Disco, which reopened that day, peace and happiness swept over me. The community indeed knew where to gather that afternoon, even in the midst of desolation and despair. 

A giant blue tarp covered the roof of the Good Friend&#039;s Bar...surely, the second floor was flooded in the deluge, I supposed. But then, in the distance, I noticed the faint sound of singing. Could it be? Was Tom there? Were the faithful gathered around the piano? Drawing closer and closer to Good Friend&#039;s, the singing was louder and louder. I walked into group of 30 people who were indeed standing around the piano, having picked it up and carried it downstairs so that they could sing. 

Tom looked up, saw me, and yelled, &quot;PADRE, YOU ARE HERE&quot; and he began to play Gospel music and people assembled sang out from their hearts! First was &quot;I Come to the Garden Alone&quot;, and then a stirring rendition of &quot;His Eye is on the Sparrow&quot;. The voices grew louder and heartier. People raised the rafters in joy and celebration as tears filled our eyes. For the wayward souls assembled that day, even in the midst of destruction and despair, this was Church! We were not in a building consecrated by a bishop. The space was not filled with stained glass and statues. Instead, we were a church formed from the presence of the people and our piano became our altar, a place of sacrifice where we could offer to God our tears, our joys, our prayers, and our hopes. The piano became a sign and symbol of God&#039;s redemption and love in our midst.
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                    One week into the evacuation during Katrina, sitting at McDonald&#039;s in BR. The loss was becoming clear. My mom &amp; sister: everything. Nola under water. Still didn&#039;t know how much we lost. I was keeping it together for my kids, but my husband brought them to the restroom and it was the first time I was alone in a week. I started sobbing like a baby in the booth. Just sobbing. A lady came and sat next to me and just held me while I cried. I calmed down and she smiled and walked away. By the time he and the kids got back. I was calm again,  but I felt touched by an angel of kindness. It was exactly what I needed at the moment. Just some pure kindness.
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                    10 years later I still remember Bob Breck&#039;s face white as a sheet as he talked about how bad the storm was going to be.  There was a paralyzing fear in his eyes.

10 years later I also remember Sheriff Harry Lee begging the residents of New Orleans not to stay and telling them that if they did stay, he&#039;d have a body with their names on it.

I remember 
price gauging; 
armed soldiers; 
long lines; 
waiting, constantly waiting; 
stiffling heat; 
eternal darkness,
waterlines
the smell of spoiled food everywhere
no birds, no moquitoes
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                    Saturday, August 29, 2005. The Morris Jumel Mansion, Edgecombe Avenue, Hamilton Heights, Harlem, NY, USA.

The clouds were quite high in the sky, they orbited anti-clockwise, an innocuous gauze.

We lay on our backs listening to our friend Sedric, an alto saxophonist from Paris.

Every year our dear friend Marjorie organizes this event. It gets little or no recognition, usually taking place the same weekend as The Charlie Parker Festival downtown.

All the other Sundays of the year, Marjorie hosts jazz at 4 in the afternoon in her apartment in Triple 5 Edgecombe Avenue.

The man in the lobby will tell you which floor. Don&#039;t forget to look at the Tiffany light fixture directly above. No one knows how long it will be there.

Perhaps you remember or have seen Marjorie. She had a twenty second part in the movie Serpico. She played a rape victim.

That&#039;s how tragedy functions sometimes. In one part of town there&#039;s green grass, music and tranquility. While in another, unimaginable devastation.
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                    I remember coming back into the city 10 days after the flood and how eerie it was not to hear any white/background noise of A.C., traffic, ships, trains etc.  The C130s supply planes flew so low they looked like they were clipping the tops of the oaks.  My step father in law had 2 guns,  My wife&#039;s cousin&#039;s husband had 2 guns.  My wife had a gun.  We got stopped by the cops when we were getting stuff from our houses (C. Ray had said that we might not be able to get back for 6 months so we had to get some things) and the cops asked us, &quot;Did you take all your guns?&quot;  The cops asked us that.  When&#039;s the last time the cops asked you that?

We moved back 2 weeks after that the day after the city opened.  The stink.  The refrigerators.  I was working helping clean up debris in Kenner so I had to drive from the 12th Ward to Williams starting at 5:30 AM.  There were no lights or trafffic lights on Claiborne.  Driving I-10 west past Airline by the cemeteries there was no light at all.  It was looking out over the ocean.  My wife spent those days calling contractors and running around getting supplies and fresh water and MREs at the assorted Red Cross places around the outskirts of town.  We&#039;d get home and wash each others&#039; hair with gallons of water in the bathtub.  I&#039;d play the jazz covers of Pavement tunes album over and over and worry.

Glad we made it through it.  I had it easy compared to most, and I don&#039;t forget it.  However, I wouldn&#039;t want to go through it again.  I don&#039;t want anyone to go through it again.
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                    I remember coming in at dawn in mid September and seeing the new moon over Pine Street, and a flock of white egrets using the street for a fly way. Nature was looking to reclaim the abandoned city. The street still &amp; quiet, and piles of broken branches and twigs everywhere, buildings all of wood. All it would take was a careless flame and a bit of wind to wipe out all of Carrollton with flame. Helicopters fighting fires by dropping big bags of water.  Sounds of the shofar for the Jewish New Year in Touro and afterwards violet ice cream at the Creole Creamery on Prytania Street, that and the CVS the only stores open. Sitting together over ice cream and coffee, we were strangers and family at once. Everyone asked the same question, &#039;How did you make out?&quot; And we shared our stories.
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                    I was not here that late August day in 2005, but I wish that I had been.

I thought of all of the wonderful people, locations, and, events, that I had been a part of, here in New Orleans! The pain, punishment, agony, destruction, deceit, and, death, that all here suffered during and after Katrina! I will always feel that I could have and should have done more to help.

Our City has endured, once again, is flourishing in many ways, and now I am here to stay, to be a part of truly one of the original places on the planet. When and if, the next disaster may strike our beloved place and all the opportunities that are present, I will do my best to be ready to return the compassion and comeraderie of the community that is a part of my history, and soul.

